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Abstract
Topologically protected Andreev bound states (tABS) existing in TI-based Josephson junctions have
4-π periodicity unlike the conventional 2-π ABS.
One of the major challenges in revealing this
topologically protected states among the other ABS
is quasiparticle poisoning which implies relaxation
of 4-π t-ABS through the interaction with
continuum of quasiparticle states above the
superconducting gap Δ. Such interaction leads to
relaxation of the upper energy state |+> to lower
energy state |-> thus making observable energyphase relation 2-π periodic. One way to avoid this is
driving and measuring the topological Josephson
junction faster than the lifetime of 4-π t-ABS, i.e.
measuring AC Josephson effect on RF-frequencies.
Such experiments, called Shapiro measurements,
allow to detect presence of 4-π states even carrying
relatively small current comparing to that of
conventional 2-π ABS. In this work we report
fabrication of submicron Josephson junctions based
on niobium and nanoplates of Bi₂Te₂Se electrodes
and observation of AC Josephson effect.

Technology

The process of fabrication
the coplanar Nb/ Bi₂Te₂Se/
Nb contact was performed
on samples grown at 550 ⁰C
(source) and 350 ⁰C
(substrate) with growth
duration of 10 minutes. The
substrate was covered with
PMMA e-beam resist then
geometry was
defined
through electron beam
lithography for subsequent
Nb film deposition. Then a
70 nm thick Nb layer was
deposited by magnetron
sputtering.
Finally, Nb
electrodes were formed by
the lift-off process.

Shapiro measurement

Differential resistance of the junction under RF at 5 and 10 GHz. . We first note that the Shapiro map is non-hysteretic
at this frequencies. The steps are appearing in a monotonic way, as expected in a standard Josephson junctions . We
observe the expected oscillations at both figure, but on high frequency we found significant broadening of the lines
the first oscillation accompanied by some sorts of "avoided crossings". This broadening present at the voltage steps
Vn increases monotonically with RF frequency. We qualitatively interpret this voltage broadening as due to currentinduced vortices generated at the defect sites.

